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Nonwoven mats of poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), and poly(𝜀-caprolactone) (PCL) were prepared at a nano-
and submicron scale by solution blow spinning (SBS) and electrospinning in order to compare crystalline structure andmorphology
developed by both processes during fiber formation. Polymer solutions were characterized by rheometry and tensiometry. Spun
fibers were characterized by several analytical steps. SEM analyses showed that both solution blow spun and electrospun fibers
had similar morphology. Absence of residual solvents and characteristic infrared bands in the solution blow spun fibers for PLA,
PCL, and PEO was confirmed by FTIR studies. XRD diffraction patterns for solution blow spun and electrospun mats revealed
some differences related to distinct mechanisms of fiber formation developed by each process. Significant differences in thermal
behavior by DSC were observed between cast films of PLA, PCL, and PEO and their corresponding spun nanofibers. Furthermore,
the average contact angles for spun PLA and PCL were higher than for electrospun mats, whereas it was slightly lower for PEO.
When comparing electrospun and solution blow spun fibers, it was possible to verify that fiber morphology and physical properties
depended both on the spinning technique and type of polymer.

1. Introduction

Polymer fibers are used in a wide variety of applications
ranging from scaffolding biomaterials, textiles, and sensors
to composite reinforcement and filtration [1]. Traditional
methods used to obtain polymer fibers include melt spinning
[2–4], solution spinning, and gel-state fiber forming [5].
These methods can be used to produce fibers with diameters
of a few nanometers; however, in most cases, fiber diameter
lies in the micron scale [6].

Since the 1990s there has been an increasing interest in
methods of fiber production such as electrospinning [7–9],

which can consistently produce submicron and nanometric
fibers from a variety of polymers, including PLA, PCL, and
PEO [1, 10–12]. The preparation of nanofibers from these
polymers for tissue engineering applications was recently
reported in the literature [13].

Recently, another method of fiber production, known
as solution blow spinning (SBS), was developed that is
conceptually similar to electrospinning without the voltage
requirement and also retains elements of solution spinning.
This method has been successfully used to produce micro-
and nanofibers of polymers with diameters ranging from
a few tenths of nanometers to several microns, depending
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Scheme 1: Cutaway diagramof the (a) concentric nozzle systemused
in solution blow spinning and (b) electrospinning processes.

on the experimental conditions used [14–17]. This technique
applies a novel pair of concentric nozzles in which a polymer
solution is forced through the inner nozzle at an appropriate
rate. The droplet formed at the tip of the inner nozzle is
then stretched by a high-pressure stream of compressed
gas flowing around the droplet through the outer nozzle
(Scheme 1(a)). This causes the surface of the drop to distort
into a conical shape (solution cone) somewhat similar to
electrospinning (Scheme 1(b)). When a critical air pressure is
exceeded, this solution jets from the apex of the cone towards
its target. As these jets travel across theworking distance, they
are stretched by the pressure drop, while the solvent evapo-
rates, leaving behind polymer fibers which can be collected,
basically, on any target. By varying polymer architecture and
processing conditions, polymer fibers can be spun with a
large surface area for different potential applications such
as membranes for biological and chemical sensors, drug
delivery, filtration media, and tissue engineering [14, 16, 18].

The goal of this work was to study, by solution blow spin-
ning and electrospinning, different polymer/solvent systems
from which micro- and nanofibers are produced. Crystalline
and amorphous polymers, including poly(ethylene oxide)
(PEO), poly(lactid acid) (PLA), and poly(𝜀-caprolactone)
(PCL), were spun fromdifferent solvent systems to investigate
the influence of polymer type and processing parameters
on fiber structure and morphology. Spun samples were
characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-
ray diffraction (XRD), thermogravimetry (TG), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), and contact angle measure-
ments. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was
also used in order to verify the presence of residual solvent on
the spun fibers.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation and Characterization of Polymer Solutions.
Poly(lactic acid), PLA, (𝑀

𝑛
= 75,000 g⋅mol−1) was obtained

Table 1: Solution parameters of spun fibers.

Polymer Concentration (wt. %) Solvent (v/v)
PLA 6 Chloroform : acetone 3 : 1
PCL 6 Dichloromethane
PEO 6 Dichloromethane

from Biomater (São Carlos, Brazil). Poly(𝜀-caprolactone),
PCL, (𝑀

𝑛
= 50,000 g⋅mol−1) was obtained from Perstorp

(Warrington, UK), and poly(ethylene oxide), PEO, (𝑀
𝑛
=

100,000 g⋅mol−1) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (USA).
Chemical structures of these polymers are shown in Figure 1.
Chloroform, dichloromethane, and acetone, purchased from
Synth (São Paulo, Brazil), were used to prepare the polymer
solutions used in this study. In order to prepare these
solutions for solution blow spinning and electrospinning,
weighed amounts of PLA, PCL, and PEO were dissolved
according to proportions listed in Table 1 and under vigorous
stirring for several hours until complete dissolution.

2.2. Characterization of the Solutions. Solution properties,
such as surface tension (𝛾) and shear viscosity (𝜂), were mea-
sured at ambient temperature using a Kibron Microtrough X
pressure sensor and an Anton Paar Physica MCR rheometer,
respectively.

2.3. Fiber Spinning. Fibers prepared by electrospinning were
spun using a voltage of 24 kV, working distance of 12 cm, and
a feed rate of 2 𝜇L⋅min−1. Fibers obtained by solution blow
spinning were prepared under an air pressure of 0.4MPa,
working distance of 12 cm, and feed rate of 120𝜇L⋅min−1. In
both cases, a polymer concentration of 6wt.% was used.

2.4. Fiber Characterization

2.4.1. SEM. Fiber morphology was observed using a model
DSM960 Zeiss scanning electron microscope (SEM), after
gold coating with a sputter coater (Balzers, SCD 050). Fiber
diameters were measured with the aid of image software
(ImageJ, National Institutes of Health, USA). For each
experiment, average fiber diameter and distribution were
determined from about 100 random measurements using
micrographs representative of fiber morphology.

2.4.2. FTIR. FTIR data were recorded on aNicolet 470Nexus
FTIR spectrometer. The FTIR spectrometer was purged
continuously with nitrogen. A total of 64 scans were col-
lected with a resolution of 2 cm−1. The infrared spectra
were recorded in transmission mode using thick films of
spun (solution blow spinning and electrospinning) polymer
nanofibers which were deposited on a silicon wafer.

2.4.3. XRD Characterization. For XRD measurements, non-
woven fibrous mats, which were collected on aluminum foils,
were deposited on circular glass slides for further analyses.
X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded using a Shimadzu
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Figure 1: Chemical structure of the polymers used for fiber spinning: (a) PLA, (b) PEO and (c) PCL.

XRD-6000 diffractometer. Scans were carried out from 10∘
to 30∘ (2𝜃) at a scan rate of 2∘/min using Ni-filtered CuK𝛼
radiation. The full width at half-maximum height (FWHM)
of the diffraction peaks was calculated by fitting the X-ray
diffraction data with a Gaussian-Lorentzian function (Origin
7.5 software, Origin Lab, USA). The d-spacing for a given
scattering angle, 2𝜃, was calculated by application of theBragg
equation

𝑑 =

𝜆

2 sin 𝜃
, (1)

where 𝜆 is the wavelength of the CuK𝛼 radiation (𝜆 =
0.154 nm).

The full width at half-maximum height of the diffraction
peaks was calculated by fitting the X-ray diffraction data
with a Lorentzian function, and the crystallite size, 𝐷, was
estimated by calculating the broadening of the diffraction
peaks according to the Scherrer equation

𝐷 =

𝑘𝜆

𝛽 cos 𝜃
, (2)

where 𝑘 is the Scherrer constant that depends upon lattice
direction and crystallite morphology, and 𝛽 is the full width
at half-maximum height given in radians. A 𝑘 value of 0.9
was used in this study, which is based on values found in the
literature for these polymers [19–22].

2.4.4.Thermal Analyses. TG experiments were performed on
a Q500 TA Instruments thermogravimetric analyzer under
nitrogen atmosphere, at a flow rate of 20ml⋅min−1. Samples
were scanned from room temperature to 600∘C at a scanning
rate of 10∘C/min using platinum crucibles.

DSC studies were performed on a Q100 TA Instruments
calorimetric analyzer under nitrogen atmosphere, at a flow
rate of 20mL/min. The samples were heated from 10∘C to
200∘C for PLA, −70∘C to 110∘C for PCL, and −20∘C to 120∘C
for PEO at a scanning rate of 10∘C/min using aluminumpans.

2.4.5. Contact Angle Measurements. Contact angles of water
on the surface of spun fibers (nonwovenmats) weremeasured
by a CAM 101 model KSV Instruments equipped with a CCD
camera (KGV-5000). In each measurement, a 5𝜇L droplet
was pipetted onto the surface, and images of the droplet were
automatically taken as a function of time. From these images,
contact angle values were calculated using dedicated software
(KSV CAM2008). Measurements were carried out at 25∘C
and about 53% humidity.

Table 2: Experimental values of surface tension in mN/m for the
polymer solutions and solvents (23∘C, 43% RH).

Polymer solution
(6% wt) 𝛾 (mN/m) Solvent 𝛾 (mN/m)

PLA 50.0 Chloroform 27.8
PEO 42.9 Dichloromethane 28.6
PCL 51.0 Acetone 25.6

Chloroform : acetone
3 : 1 (v/v) 26.7

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Solution Characterization. Values of viscosity (10−1s−1)
for PLA, PEO, and PCL were found to be, respectively,
13, 71, and 35mPa⋅s. These differences can be attributed to
polymer structures andmolecular weights as well as polymer-
solvent interactions. According to the manufacturers, these
polymers have a number-average molecular weight (𝑀

𝑛
),

respectively, of 75,000, 100,000, and 50,000 g⋅mol−1 which
can account for the differences in the viscosity values found.
Although the molecular weight of PCL is lower than that of
PLA, its higher value of viscosity can be attributed to the
polar ester groups in PCL that promote stronger interchain
interactions. Moreover, other factors that play an important
role in polymer chain configuration [23], and therefore, in
viscosity, such as polymer-solvent interaction parameters,
may also be contributing to these differences found.

Solutions showed similar values of surface tension (34, 37,
and 39mN⋅m1, respectively, to PLA, PEO, and PCL), which
can be due to the low concentration of polymer (6wt.%)
as well as because of differences in surface tension of each
polymer and solvent, as can be seen in Table 2.

The knowledge of solution properties such as viscos-
ity and surface tension is important to understand fiber
morphology. Viscoelasticity was found to be one of the
parameters that most influenced the morphology of solution
blow spun fibers [14, 24]. On the other hand, surface tension
is known to play a major role in fiber morphology developed
during the electrospinning process [25].

3.2. Morphological Characterization. SEM micrographs of
PLA, PEO, and PCL fibers are shown in Figures 1(a)–
1(c). Fiber average diameters, calculated using about 100
individual diameters to each sample, are shown in Table 3.

As outlined by the data trends in Table 3 and the mi-
crographs (Figure 2), fiber morphology was different in each
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Figure 2: Scanning electron micrographs of spun fibers obtained by solution blow spinning and electrospinning for PLA (a), PCL (b), and
PEO (c). Right side: electrospun and left: SB-spun.

sample. PLA fibers (Figure 2(a)) had the most consistent
morphology with small variations in diameter for both
solution blow spinning and electrospinning (Table 3). On
the other hand, PCL fibers when spun by SBS (Figure 2(b))
showed a very irregular structure with variable-sized fibers
in a network of beads. When using electrospinning, a more

regular structure was observed; that is, fibers had a more
uniform cross-section. Nevertheless, numerous beads, which
were much more irregular in size, were also present in
electrospun samples. PEO fibers, like PLA, also had a regular
morphology with small variations in diameter for both
SBS and electrospinning (Figure 2(c)). Image analysis also
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Figure 3: Effect of viscosity on fiber diameter and dispersion by (a) solution blow spinning and (b) electrospinning.

Table 3: Average diameter of spun fibers.

Polymer (Average diameter ± dispersion) (nm)
SB spun fibers Electrospun fibers

PLA 289 ± 93 159 ± 69
PCL 317∗± 281 98 ± 51
PEO 267 ± 131 278 ± 184
∗1% of the fibers observed has 3𝜇m of diameter.

showed that many of these fibers are broken, possibly due to
their brittle nature.

A plot of fiber dispersion as a function of zero-shear
viscosity (ZSV) of the polymers is shown in Figure 3, out-
lining an increase in fiber dispersion as zero-shear viscosity
increases. It can be observed that higher ZSV values led
to a greater dispersion for solution blow spun fibers. This
might have happened because the air pressure exiting the
outer nozzle was not high enough to stretch the fibers being
produced. As viscosity increases, fiber stretching becomes
more difficult, and as a consequence, thick fibers are poten-
tially produced with broader fiber diameter distribution.
One likely explanation is that a balance must be achieved
between solution viscosity and the fiber-forming forces that
are derived from the pressurized air exiting the outer nozzle
in order to produce fibers with regular cross-sections.

During fiber formation by SBS, a jet of polymer solution is
subjected to aerodynamic drag [26–28].The shear forces that
act upon the polymer solutions are therefore responsible for
fiber stretching and, ultimately, for fiber diameter distribution
[27]. One can speculate that higher air turbulence due to
high air flow would lead to a larger distribution of fiber
diameter because of the irregular air flow exiting the nozzle.
Variations in air flow would then impart different degrees
of stretching and shearing on fibers being formed. However,
higher air flow was generally required because the viscosity
of the polymer solution is high. For higher viscosity polymer
solutions, fiber stretching would become more difficult, less

efficient, and unstable giving rise to broader fiber diameter
distribution. Accordingly, the PLA system, with the lowest
viscosity, produces the least variation in fiber diameter.
Diameter histograms of spun fibers are shown in Figure 4.

In contrast, fiber formation in electrospinning is con-
trolled by electrostatic repulsive forces that overcame surface
tension, while a charged jet is ejected through a needle
to produce fibers. As this jet travels through the air, the
solvent evaporates, leaving behind ultrafine polymer fibers.
Stretching by electric forces taking place on the surface of the
jet is an important step during fibers formation [7].Therefore,
in electrospinning, fiber formation is more dependent on
surface tension as can be seen by comparing average fiber
diameter in Table 3 with surface tension in Table 2.

3.3. FTIR Characterization. FTIR spectra of spun fibers of
PLA, PCL, and PEO solution blow spun fibers were recorded
in the 600–3,000 cm−1 region. Similar spectra were obtained
for electrospun fibers. Peak assignments for these polymers
can be found in Figure 5 and Table 4.

3.3.1. PLA. In the PLA spectrum, the active modes over-
lapped to give a broad asymmetric band at about 1754 cm−1. It
is clear that C =O stretchingmode is sensitive tomorphology
and chain conformation. According to Kister et al. [29],
the intensity of the shoulder at 1754 cm−1 increases with
the degree of syndiotacticity of polymer. The band observed
at 1754 cm1 for amorphous compounds was considered as
resulting fromentrainment of particular chiral unit generated
by the pair addition mechanism [29, 30].

The CH
3
asymmetric deformation modes appeared at

about 1452 cm−1 as an intense IR band (Table 4). Their stabil-
ity in frequency reflected a pure vibrationalmode.This region
was characterized by a band at 1360 cm−1. The 1182 cm−1
band observed in PLA could be assigned to a symmetric C–
O–C stretching mode of ester groups. Asymmetric C–O–C
modes were observed at 1086 cm−1 as a nonsymmetric IR
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Figure 4: Diameter histograms of spun fibers obtained by solution blow spinning and electrospinning for PLA (a), PCL (b), and PEO (c).
Right side: electrospun and left: SB-spun.

band. Other bands were assigned as follows: the band near
1045 cm−1 corresponded to ]C–CH

3
stretching and the band

868 cm−1 to ]C–COO stretching.

3.3.2. PEO. The infrared spectra of PEO spun fibers were
recorded, and the observed wavenumbers are listed in

Table 4.The spectrum is essentially the same as the spectrum
of the crystalline PEO reported previously [31–33].

The strong band observed at 1110 cm−1 was assigned to
the skeletal stretching mode. This assignment is confirmed
by Miyazawa et al. [32] who associated this band with the
C–O–C asymmetric stretching mode.The doublet at 963 and
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Figure 5: FTIR spectra for (a) PLA, (b) PEO, and (c) PCL.

947 cm−1 has been much discussed in parallel with the con-
formation of the CH

2
groups. This band had been assigned

to the symmetric CH
2
rocking mode of the O–CH

2
CH
2
–

O group in the gauche conformation [33, 34] although
Miyazawa et al. [32] assigned this band to the asymmetric
rocking mode. The weak band at 947 cm−1 is due to the
hybridized mode of the C–O–C asymmetric stretching and
the CH

2
symmetric rocking mode. Three strong bands are

observed at 1148, 1062, and 843 cm−1. The band at 843 cm−1
has been assigned previously to the CH

2
asymmetric rocking

mode of the CH
2
group in the gauche conformation. The

band at 1148 cm−1 is primarily due to the CH
2
symmetric

rockingmode,whereas the band at 1062 cm−1 is primarily due
to the C–O–C asymmetric stretching mode coupled with the
CH
2
symmetric rocking mode.

3.3.3. PCL. Regarding the PCL spectrum, strong bands such
as the carbonyl stretching mode around 1726 cm−1 can be
easily identified. Such as PLA and PEO, the important band
and their assignments are outlined in Table 4. It is important
to mention that some of these bands are only observed after
band deconvolution, which is the case in the 1100–1190 cm−1
region, where three bands could be distinguished on the spec-
trum, while indeed three bands are overlapping. According to
Coleman and Zarian [35], the band at 1294 cm−1 is assigned
to the backbone C–C and C–O stretching modes in the
crystalline PCL (see Table 4). He and Inoue [36] established
a procedure for the quantitative crystallinity for analysis
of PCL using a deconvolution of carbonyl vibration region
(1726 cm−1) into two bands (amorphous and crystalline).

In summary, close inspection of the spectra above
revealed the absence of peaks that are characteristics of the
solvents used for fiber spinning, therefore indicating that
there are no residual solvents left after spinning. This is an
important factor in applications such as in scaffolds for cell
and tissue growth since solvent residue may be harmful in
biomedical applications.

3.4. XRD Characterization. In order to determine the crystal
structures in spun polymer fibers, X-ray diffraction was
carried out. A comparison in terms of crystallinity, 𝑑-
spacing and crystallite size (𝐷) were also carried out and are
summarized in Figure 6 and Table 5.

3.4.1. PLA. Comparative studies for PLA cast films and
electrospun fibers are reported in the literature [37]. It is
observed that nonwoven PLA spun fibers (Table 5) showed
a strong amorphous halo, with one crystal peak found in
the diffraction patterns (16.38∘). On the other hand, solution
blow spun and electrospun PLA fibers clearly exhibited two
reflection peaks (near 13∘ and 16∘), ascribed to 𝛼 crystals,
and a small peak (near 24∘) associated with 𝛽 phase [38, 39].
Formation of 𝛽 crystals is caused by the different extent of
deformation of the polymermolecules during fiber formation
by solution blow spinning compared to electrospinning [39].
The critical factor for crystal formation is a high degree
of deformation (present in both spinning processes) which
was not observed for cast films. It can also be noted that 𝛼
crystal peaks of electrospun fibers from PLA shifted toward
higher 2𝜃 values and larger crystallites were also present
when comparedwith solution blow spun fibers and cast films.
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Figure 6: XRD patterns for (a) PLA, (b) PEO, and (c) PCL.

This fact is probably due to a different degree of stretching
during crystallization, resulting in crystallites with variations
in relative defects. Decreased order would appear as peak
broadening and a greater variation in unit cell parameters
from “ideal” crystals. PLA cast films presented a crystallinity
of 35%, based in the Lorentz fit, while electrospun and
solution blow spun fibers presented crystallinity, respectively,
of 82 and 71% (Table 5).This increase in crystallinity observed
for PLA spun fibers, when compared with PLA cast films, is
attributed to the high stretching of the polymer chains which
lead to a higher degree of molecular organization.

3.4.2. PEO. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of PEO cast
films and spun fibers were carried out, and the results are
summarized in Table 5. PEO is a semicrystalline polymer
with diffraction peaks at 2𝜃 = 19 and 23∘ [33]. Distinct peaks
characteristic of PEO crystallites (2𝜃 = 14, 17, and 25∘) were
observed for spun fibers which indicate that solvent-induced
polymer crystallization occurred.

When comparing SBS and electrospun fibers with cast
films, it is interesting to note that SBS increased crys-
tallinity, while electrospinning decreased relative crystallinity
(Table 5). As a consequence, crystals developed under SBS
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Figure 7: DSC curves for (a) PLA, (b) PEO, and (c) PCL.

were larger than those under electrospinning (Table 5). This
fact suggests that in the crystallization of the fibers pro-
duced by electrospinning, the nucleation step is predom-
inant, whereas in SBS the crystallite growth step is more
predominant. Another factor that may have contributed to
this difference, besides the nature of the forces involved, can
be the timescale for each event to take place. SBS is depositing
a much greater amount of polymer than electrospinning; it is
roughly 10 times faster. The higher speed and greater forces
in SBS likely favored chain orientation, leading to a higher
crystallinity relative to electrospinning.

3.4.3. PCL. XRD patterns of PCL spun mats show that all
diffraction peaks correspond to PCL, which is a semicrys-
talline polymer with two distinct diffraction peaks reported
at ∼21 and ∼23∘ [40]. Moreover, these peaks were sharp and
distinct, which indicated that samples were highly crystalline.
Table 5 shows the degree of crystallinity, 𝑑-spacing, and crys-
tallite size obtained from XRD for all samples. Crystallinity
measurements for PCL range between 56 and 81%. Crystallite
size and interplanar distance range between 1.7–3.9 nm and
4.6–5.3 nm, respectively. Similar to the behavior for PEO,
electrospinning also reduced fiber crystallinity relative to
cast films, while SBS increased fiber crystallinity. This also
led to larger crystals when the morphology was developed
under SBS, as opposed to electrospinning. Again, this clearly
indicates that fiber formation mechanism in SBS is different

from electrospinning, and probably, a different timescale also
governs the SBS process.

In summary, similar to electrospinning, the crystalline
structure of polymer nanofibers obtained by solution blow
spinning depends on process variables such as molecular
weight, polymer-solvent interactions, and dynamics of fiber
formation.

3.5. Thermal Analyses. TG and DSC results of spun fibers
and films can be found in Table 6 and Figure 5. Characteristic
temperatures (glass, crystallization, and melting), heat of
fusion (Δ𝐻

𝑓
), and crystallization (Δ𝐻

𝑐
) for PLA, PEO, and

PCL films obtained by casting, SB-spinning, and electrospin-
ning are summarized in Table 6.

3.5.1. PLA. TG curves of PLA show that PLA cast films and
spun nanofibers decomposed in a single step (Table 6). How-
ever, the onset of the decomposition temperature for PLA
nanofibers was 327 and 311∘C, respectively, for electrospun
and SBS fibers, while for PLA cast films it was 333∘C. A slight
decrease in thermal stability for spun fibers, as opposed to
cast films, is observed by TG, which might be due to their
high surface area (Table 6). A very similar thermal behavior
has already been reported in the literature [41, 42]. It must
be noted that the surface areas of spun nanofibers are much
higher than those of cast films.
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Figure 8: Effect of the fiber average diameters on contact angle (a) water and (b) ethylene glycol as a function of the spinning technique.

Table 4: Characteristic infrared bands of PLA, PEO, and PCL.

Polymer Position (cm−1) Vibrational mode Abbreviation
2993 Asymmetrical stretching ]as(CH2)
2943 Symmetrical stretching ]s(CH2)
1755 Stretching ](C=O)
1450 Asymmetrical scissoring 𝛿as(CH3)

PLA 1360 Symmetrical scissoring 𝛿s(CH3)
1182 Asymmetrical stretching + twisting ]as(C–O) + 𝜏(CH3)
1086 Symmetrical stretching ]s(C–O–C)
1045 Symmetrical stretching ]s(C–CH3)
868 Stretching ](C–COO)
2946 Asymmetrical stretching ]as(CH2)
2886 Symmetrical stretching ]s(CH2)
1468 Scissoring 𝛿(CH2)
1361 Wagging 𝜔(CH2)
1343 Wagging 𝜔(CH2)

PEO 1281 Twisting 𝜏(CH2)
1242 Twisting 𝜏(CH2)
1150 Stretching ](CO)
1110 Stretching ](CO)
1062 Stretching ](CO)
963 Rocking 𝜌(CH2)
843 Rocking 𝜌(CH2)
2946 Asymmetrical stretching ]as(CH2)
2864 Symmetryical stretching ]s(CH2)
1726 Stretching ](C=O)

PCL 1294 Stretching ]crystalline

1243 Asymmetryical stretching ]as(C–O–C)
1192 Stretching ](OC–O)
1180 Symmetrical stretching ]s(C–O–C)
1162 Stretching ]amorphous
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Table 5: Crystalline structure parameters for PLA, PEO, and PCL.

Polymer Crystallinity (%) 𝑑-spacing ( ́Å) 𝐷 ( ́Å) 𝑅
2 (Lorentz model)

PLAC
∗ 35 5.4 1.4 0.96

PLAES 82 5.3 1.7 0.97
PLASBS 71 5.4 1.4 0.91
PEOC 74 5.3 1.9 0.98
PEOES 57 5.3 2.0 0.97
PEOSBS 93 4.6 4.1 0.97
PCLC 56 5.3 2.0 0.99
PCLES 75 5.3 1.7 0.98
PCLSBS 81 4.6 3.9 0.98
∗C: cast; ES: electrospinning; SBS: solution blow spinning.

Table 6: Characteristic temperatures and heat of fusion (Δ𝐻
𝑓
) and

crystallization (Δ𝐻
𝑓
) for PLA, PEO, and PCL films obtained by

casting, SB-spinning, and electrospinning.

Polymer 𝑇
𝑔
(∘) 𝑇

𝑐
(∘) 𝑇

𝑚
(∘) 𝑇

𝑑
(∘) Δ𝐻

𝑓
(J/g) Δ𝐻

𝑐
(J/g)

PLAC
∗ 60 108 147 333 17 5

PLAES 61 109 147 327 30 24
PLASBS 59 112 150 311 23 15
PEOC — 43 65 373 103 0
PEOES — 46 63 375 110 0
PEOSBS — 44 62 371 146 0
PCLC — 19 57 380 29 0
PCLES — 28 56 380 29 0
PCLSBS — 29 56 379 38 0
∗C: cast; ES: electrospinning; SBS: solution blow spinning.

As is well noted in the literature [12], crystalline PLA
fibers can exhibit two distinct crystalline morphologies, the
𝛼 structure, with lamellar-folded chain morphology, and
metastable𝛽 structure, with a planar “zigzag,” extended chain
morphology. These are noted by two distinct peaks near the
melting point. Figure 7(a) shows DSC curves for electrospun
and solution blow spun PLA fibers with different average
diameters compared with PLA cast films.

The lower cold crystallization temperature of electrospun
fibers compared to SBS fibers (Table 6) suggested that electro-
spun fibers had a certain level of chain alignment that led to
crystallization occurring at a lower temperature. Zong et al.
[43] investigated PLA nanofibers withDSC andXRD analysis
and found that polymer chainswere noncrystalline but highly
oriented.

3.5.2. PEO. Typical weight loss (TG) and derivative (DTG)
curves (inset plots) of spun and cast films of PEO were
obtained, and the results are presented in Table 6. The onset
of the decomposition curves of these polymers is summarized
in Table 6.The onset decomposition temperature of PEO cast
films was 373∘C and for spun fiber was found to be 375 and
371∘C, respectively, for electrospun and SBS. PEO cast films
show a thermal stability similar to that of spun fibers. TG

curves of both spun fibers and cast film also indicate one reac-
tion step (Table 6). This behavior is somewhat unexpected
since both fibers produced by electrospinning and SBS have
very high surface area when compared to films which can
be due to the higher degree of crystallinity developed during
fiber formation.

DSC analysis of PEO in hot pressed form presented a
melting temperature (𝑇

𝑚
) of 62∘C (Δ𝐻

𝑓
= 109 J/g), whereas

cast film and electrospun PEO nanofibers were determined
at 65∘C (Δ𝐻

𝑓
= 103 J/g) and 63∘C (Δ𝐻

𝑓
= 110 J/g), respec-

tively, during the first heating cycle (Figure 7(b); Table 6). In
addition, the PEO fibers produced by solution blow spinning
presented a melting temperature of 62∘C (Δ𝐻

𝑓
=143 J/g) in

the first heating cycle, indicating an increase in crystallinity
of fibers by solution blow spinning process.

3.5.3. PCL. The TG curve obtained for spun and cast films
of PCL displays one main degradation step with an inflection
point at 380∘C for PCL cast films and spun fibers. The DSC
curves of the PCL fiber mats and hot pressed and cast film
forms are shown in Figure 7(c). It can be seen from the first
heating run (Figure 7(c) and Table 6) that in all cases the
melting point (𝑇

𝑚
) of PCL was 56∘C. Their fusion enthalpies

were 32 J/g for hot pressed form, 29 J/g for cast film and
electrospun forms and 38 J/g for solution blow spun form.
Such as PEO case, these results indicate that there was little
to no variation in Tm with the processing method.

The crystalline structure developed in PCL nanofibers by
electrospinning, as well as molecular orientation, is different
from as-received materials, as reported in the literature [6,
12, 40, 44]. In electrospinning and SBS processes, rapid solid-
ification occurs due to quick solvent evaporation. Because
of this, solvent properties and polymer-solvent interactions
play important roles in polymer crystallinity and chain
orientation of the spun fibers. Since molecular chains do
not have enough time to form a fully crystalline structure,
development of crystallinity under a fast solidification is
impacted. This particularly affects flexible polymers with
lower glass transition (𝑇

𝑔
) temperatures, which have more

mobility at their process temperatures and crystallize in a
shorter time than a rigid polymer with high 𝑇

𝑔
.

𝑇
𝑔
values for PLA, PEO, and PCL are, respectively, 60,

−11, and −72∘C. Consequently, PEO and PCL crystallization
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can be facilitated by chain stretching during fiber formation
under SBS and electrospinning, even after PEO and PCL
are solidified. These may be the reasons why solution blow
spun fibers of PEO and PCL developed higher crystallinity,
whereas the crystallization of PLA was reduced. Moreover,
the DL structure of PLA is another factor that is, responsible
for its crystallinity. Polymerization of a racemic mixture of
L- and D-lactides forms poly-D,L-lactide (PLA), which is
amorphous and has a glass transition temperature of 55–
60∘C.The degree of crystallinity can be tuned by altering the
ratio of D to L enantiomers within the polymer. Selection
of the PLA stereochemistry can have a major effect on
the polymer properties, processability, and biodegradability
[45]. These results of thermal analysis and X-ray diffraction
suggest that the fast solvent evaporation occurs by different
mechanisms in SBS and electrospinning. This can be related
to the atmosphere surrounding these processes. In the latter
case, it is predominantly controlled by the characteristics
(relative humidity type of gas, temperature, etc.) of the
pressurized gas.

3.6. Contact Angle Measurements. For determination of the
hydrophilic character of the spun nonwoven nanofibers,
the contact angle between the mats and the water and
ethylene glycol was measured. It is known that the lower
the contact angle, the higher the hydrophilic nature of the
surface. Changes of the contact angle values between the
water/ethylene glycol with the different spun fibers (PLA,
PCL, and PEO) are illustrated in Figure 8.

It is reported in the literature [46–48] that polyesters and
polyethers are not highly hydrophobic materials (PLA, PCL,
and PEO cast film shows a contact angle of 84∘, 89∘, and
48∘, resp.); the initial hydrophobicity of the as-spun mats is
metastable; that is, contact angle decreases gradually with
time over a period of about 2min under ambient conditions.
Ma et al. [49] attributed the origin of this decrease in contact
angle from the evaporation of water from the droplet and the
conversion of the contact zone from an initial Cassie-Baxter
state to a final Wenzel state as the water droplet sinks into
the pores of the mat due to capillarity.The changes in contact
angle as a function of the average fiber diameter for water
droplets (dipole moment 1.84D) and ethylene glycol (dipole
moment 2.31 D) can be observed in Figure 8.

A parabolic behavior was observed for both electrospun
and solution blow spun fibers. It is believed that these
variations in contact angle are associated with the average
fiber diameter. Moreover, the porous nature of spun mats
acts as roughness in the nanoscale. It is well known that if
a polymer is hydrophobic, increasing its roughness causes an
increase in the hydrophobicity of this polymer; on the other
hand, if the polymer is hydrophilic, its hydrophilicity is also
found to increase with increasing surface roughness.

As a general summary, solution blow spinning and elec-
trospinning of polymers from solution may yield submicron
and nanometric fibers which are characterized by several
structures (fiber, bead, and network), depending on the
working conditions used. Fibers formation is apparently
controlled by a rapid evaporation of the solvent and a high

strain rate caused by electrical forces (electrospinning) and
aerodynamic forces (SBS). The fibers obtained by solution
blow spinning have properties which make them ideal can-
didates for cell adhesion, catalysis, and sensors applications.

4. Conclusions

Electrospinning and solution blow spinning of PLA, PEO and
PCL from solution yield fibers whose diameters range from
the nanometer to the submicron scale. Polymer molecular
weight, surface tension, and evaporation rate of polymer
solutions contribute to fiber diameter. These fibers can pos-
sess different morphologies, such as fibers with and without
beads, and fiber bundles which can be controlled by process
variables. In both techniques, morphology development is
apparently controlled by solvent evaporation and a subse-
quent rapid solidification. Nonwoven mats are of interest
for a broad range of applications in areas such as tissue
engineering or drug delivery given the absence of residual
solvents in the SBS fibers for PLA, PCL and PEO, which
was confirmed by FTIR studies. XRD analysis indicated that
either a different mechanism or a timescale, or both, may be
playing an important role in fiber crystallinity development
by electrospinning and SBS. Therefore, crystalline structure
and chain orientation in polymer nanofibers electrospun and
solution blow spun depend on process variables such as
molecular weight, polymer-solvent interactions, and process
timescale. PLA nanofibers presented a decreased thermal
stability compared to powder PLA, but this effect was not
observed for PEO andPCL. In addition,DSC analysis showed
two peaks near the melting point (𝛼 and 𝛽 crystalline phases)
for PLA spun samples. Thermal analysis showed that PEO
and PCL crystallization can be facilitated by chain stretching
during fiber formation by SBS and electrospinning, even after
PEO and PCL are solidified. These may be the reasons why
solution blow spun fibers of PEO and PCL developed higher
crystallinity, whereas the crystallization of PLA was reduced.
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